
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

Sen by Kim Robinson Launches Colour & Shine Range  
Formulated For Treated Asian Hair to Restore Brilliant, Luxurious Tresses  

 

[November 2012, Hong Kong] – Love hair colour but loathe dry, lacklustre locks? Today’s hair colour trends like dip 

dye and ombre may be all the rage, but dramatic colours far from your natural shade play havoc on hair structure, 

resulting in brittle hair, a dull look, and split ends.  

 

Celebrity stylist Kim Robinson, a master of Asian hair best known for his flagship  kimrobinson hair studio in Hong 

Kong, and for his devoted A-list clientele which includes Princess Diana, Kate Moss, Gong Li, Zhang Ziyi, and Sandy 

Lam, suggests multi-shading to give a bespoke hair colour that works for your skin tone: a believable, beautiful, and 

natural look. To bring life back to dull, treated hair, he has launched the Sen by Kim Robinson Colour & Shine range, 

a collaboration with Sen, to offer professional-performance hair care with Chinese Herbal Science accessible to every 

woman. 

 

Whether you choose the funky, high-impact look of dip dye and ombre or the subtle sophistication of multi-shading, 

hair colour changes the structure of your hair and makes it more susceptible to damage. Without proper nourishment, 

the shiny tresses you left the salon with will turn into frizzy, lifeless locks after a few washes. “Many people spend 

money on an expensive colour job, only to ruin it all with the wrong hair care products home. Every time you cleanse 

and treat your hair, you have to use a quality product—a product with professional performance that protects colour 

from UV exposure and oxidation and nourishes hair with gentle ingredients,” explains Kim Robinson. 

   

This is why Kim Robinson spent years researching and perfecting a formula designed just for Asian hair. An exclusive 

formula for colour-treated and dull hair, Sen by Kim Robinson Color & Shine brings together the best of Modern 

Science with Traditional Chinese Medicine, combining Vitamin B5, Vitamin E, and UV absorbers with Chinese Peony 

essence, antioxidant-rich Green Tea, and Bamboo. This precise formulation helps nourish and soothe hair, protects 

colour, and restores brilliance by enhancing hair texture and protecting hair from environmental damage, resulting in 

gorgeous, frizz-free, and shiny hair. 

 

The Sen by Kim Robinson Colour & Shine range includes shampoo, hair treatment, and conditioner, all uniquely 

scented with a blend of natural essential oils of Jasmine and Honeysuckle to refresh your senses. For more hair care 

tips, read on for a Master Q&A with Kim Robinson. 
 
Retail price: 
Sen by Kim Robinson Colour & Shine Shampoo   $88 
Sen by Kim Robinson Colour & Shine Conditioner  $88 
Sen by Kim Robinson Colour & Shine Treatment   $118 
 
Point of Sales : selected Watsons and PARKnSHOP, International, TASTE and Fusion stores  
Customer Hotline: (852) 2185 7988 

Kim Robinson. 
Chinese Herbal Science. 

Beautiful Hair. 
now go be you.  



Master Q&A with Kim Robinson 

 

What are the hottest hair trends now? 

I think dip dye and ombre are two of the hottest trends right now, but you have to start with progressively lighter and 

lighter hair. When it’s done well, it looks really beautiful. Multi-shading is something timelessly popular because it 

looks believable, beautiful, and natural. There’s no contrast to the tones and it’s sophisticated. For younger audiences, 

they might like ombre or dip dye, because it makes more of an impact, but you have to be young and funky to carry it 

off. Other trends are high pony, texture, and looking undone is a big trend. Hair styles that looks too done are elegant, 

but old-looking. Shiny healthy hair is important for the undone look, because if your hair is damaged & fizzy, it looks 

messy. During the dry and cold season, it is especially important to nourish and treat hair with good products every 

day. 

 

How do I choose the right colour? 

Christmas is a season where we all get glammed up for the festive period, and colouring hair is a popular and 

inevitable way. Always bear in mind that colour has to complement your natural skin tone to look as beautiful as you 

should be. The rule of thumb is that the paler your skin is, the darker your hair colour should be. If your skin is dark, 

then your hair should be light to have some contrast. Many girls have pale skin and light hair and it feels tired. Without 

the correct make-up, they can’t carry it off, looking washed out. There is no one rule for all Asians because Asians 

have different skin tones. Let’s say you got light skin. You need to use browns that have rich tones it in it: eggplant 

brown, burgundy brown, and chestnut brown. Not copper brown, because putting orange near your skin will make you 

look more yellow. Copper brown is what a lot of girls here end up with, and anyone with an eye for colour will see that 

it looks weird.  

 

How do I choose the right hair care products? 

I think generally, girls in Asia don’t really know how to maintain their hair. The average girls don’t talk about hair care. 

They go to a salon and have a treatment once or twice but it doesn’t help much. You have to use good products every 

time you cleanse and treat your hair at home. Every time. Most of the products on the market are tested on non-Asian 

hair, which doesn’t work here because they are too heavy and don’t cleanse the scalp enough. Hopefully Asians will 

try Sen by Kim Robinson which is tailored for Hong Kong and Asian hair, and get better results.  

 

How do I maintain hair colour?  

The range we designed contains peony essence which complements the Colour & Shine formula to maintain colour 

pigments in hair. It also gives you enough nutrients and nourishment to rehydrate your hair from colouring damage. 

Cleanse your hair first, then use the treatment, then the conditioner. The treatment goes internally in the hair and 

strengthens it, while the conditioner coats the cuticle to detangle it and put extra shine on. Leave the treatment on the 

ends of the hair (not your scalp) for a minute during your hot shower, and it gives extra shine on hair and really makes 

a stunning difference, especially if you use it everyday. 

 

 



 
 
About Kim Robinson  
Believable beauty and an uncompromising attitude towards quality and excellent are central to Kim Robinson’s 
philosophy. A compelling Hong Kong success story, the name Kim Robinson has become synonymous with style. 
With a flair for Asian hair, Kim Robinson’s signature technique includes the ‘dry cut.’ Kim Robinson is behind Salon 
Orient, Salon Esprit, and the flagship kimrobinson hair studio in Charter House, Central, Hong Kong. 
 
About Sen 
Established in 2001, Sen is a holistic beauty brand that offers unique beauty products for the enrichment of body and 
mind. Bringing together Traditional Chinese Medicine, which contains 5,000 years of ancient wisdom, with cutting-
edge Western Science, Sen has identified over 4,000 species of plants to develop the most effective natural 
compounds for their beauty care range to look beautiful and feel healthy. Sen is available in more than 500 premium 
outlets in Europe.  
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